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INTEGRATION THEORY ON

INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLDS

BY

HUI-HSIUNG KUOC)

Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to develop a natural integration theory over

a suitable kind of infinite-dimensional manifold. The type of manifold we study is a

curved analogue of an abstract Wiener space.

Let ii be a real separable Hubert space, B the completion of H with respect to a

measurable norm and ;' the inclusion map from H into B. The triple (/, H, B) is an

abstract Wiener space. B carries a family of Wiener measures.

We will define a Riemann-Wiener manifold to be a triple (#^ t, g) satisfying

specific conditions, if" is a C-difTerentiable manifold (y'ä3) modelled on B and, for

each x in "W, t(x) is a norm on the tangent space r,(#0 of W at x while g(x) is a

densely defined inner product on tJJP).

We show that each tangent space is an abstract Wiener space and there exists a

spray on ir" associated with g. For each point x in #" the exponential map, defined by

this spray, is a C 2-homeomorphism from a r(^)-neighborhood of the origin in

Txi'W) onto a neighborhood of x in iK We thereby induce from Wiener measures of

TJ¿IP~) a family of Borel measures qt(x, •), f >0, in a neighborhood of x. We prove

that qt{x, ■) and qs(y, ■), as measures in their common domain, are equivalent if and

only if t = s and d,(x, y) is finite. Otherwise they are mutually singular. Here d, is the

almost-metric (in the sense that two points may have infinite distance) on IV deter-

mined by g. In order to do this we first prove an infinite-dimensional analogue of the

Jacobi theorem on transformation of Wiener integrals.

0. Introduction. The notion of an abstract Wiener space, first introduced by

Gross [8], generalizes that of the classical Wiener space. Wiener [16] put a measure

in the Banach space C consisting of the real-valued continuous functions on [0, 1]

which vanish at 0 with the sup norm. The subset C consisting of the absolutely

continuous functions in C with square integrable derivative forms a Hubert space

with the inner product <x, J> = J¿ x'{t)y'{t) dt. Let / be the inclusion map from C

into C; then the triple (/, C, C) is known as the classical Wiener space.
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Let L be a locally convex real linear space and L* its topological dual space. Let

( , ) denote the natural pairing of L* and L. A tame set (also known as a cylinder

set) in L is a set D of the form

D = {xeL; ((yr, x), (y2, x),..., (yn, x)) e E}

where yu y2,..., yn are in L* and F is a Borel set in Rn. If K is any finite-dimen-

sional subspace of L* containing yu y2,..., yn, then D is said to be based on K.

Let 3% be the collection of all tame sets in L and £fK the family of sets in ¡M which are

based on K. It is easy to see that 3/t is a ring and £fK is a a-ring. A real-valued non-

negative finitely-additive function v on 'M is called a cylinder set measure on L if

v(L)=l and v is countably additive on each of the er-rings £fK.

A weak distribution over L is an equivalence class of linear maps F from L* to

the space of random variables over a probability space (D, m) (depending on F).

Two such maps Fx and F2 are equivalent if for any finite set ylf.."., yn in L* the

joint distribution of Fjiy^),..., F/j>„) in Rn is the same fory'= 1 or 2. This definition

is due to I. E. Segal [14]. It is easy to see that the two concepts—cylinder set measure

and weak distribution—are equivalent.

The weak distribution which will be of interest to us is the canonical normal

distribution nt on a real separable Hilbert space H with (variance) parameter t > 0

defined as follows. If Ft is a representative of nt then for each element y in H*

(which is identified with H) Ft(y) is normally distributed with mean 0 and

variance t\y\2. Henceforth H will denote a real separable Hilbert space with its

norm | • | and inner product < , >. It follows that F( takes orthogonal vectors into

stochastically independent random variables. The cylinder set measure pt associated

with nt is called Gaussian measure on H. A tame set D in H can be written as

D=P~1(E), where F is a finite-dimensional orthogonal projection on H and E is

a Borel set in PH. Then pt can be characterized by

p.t(D) = Oí)""'2 f e~M2l2tdx
Je

where k is the dimension of PH and dx is Lebesgue measure in PH. p.t is not

countably additive on 0t unless H is finite dimensional.

We denote by !F the directed set of all finite-dimensional projections on H

directed by inclusion of the ranges. A tame function on H is a function of the form

/= <rj o p, where PeJ and <p is a Baire function on PH. Each tame function / is

associated with a random variable/in the following way. Let F¡ be a fixed repre-

sentative of «¡. Let yu.,., yk be an orthonormal basis for PH then define /=

<p(Ft(yi), ■ ■ -, Ft(yk)).f depends only on/and Ff, and is independent of the expres-

sion off in terms of <p and ylt..., yk.

A measurable norm on H is a norm \\x\\ on H with the property that for every

e > 0 there exists P0^^ such that

Probj (||Fx|| ~ > e) < e   whenever P e & and P _L F0.
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Here Probi refers to the probability of the indicated event with respect to the

probability measure associated with nx.

From now on || • || denotes a fixed measurable norm on H. The definition of

measurable norm implies that there exists a constant ß such that ||x|| eß\x\ for all

x in H. Denote by B the completion of H with respect to || • ||. B is a real separable

Banach space and any real separable Banach space can be obtained (up to a

linear isometry) from a Hubert space in this manner [8]. Let i be the in-

clusion map from H into B and y the embedding (by restriction) of B* into H*.

Henceforth we will make the following identifications H* = H and B*=jB*.

Therefore we have the situation B*<^H^B. Since B* separates points of H, B* is

dense in H. Note that ||x||aß|x| for all x e H implies that |x|Sß||x||B. for all

x e B*. The triple (/, H, B) is called an abstract Wiener space. This definition is due

to L. Gross [8].

Let ( , ) denote the natural pairing of B* and B. It is a consequence of the

above identifications that <x, y> = (x, y) whenever x is in B* and y in H. Moreover,

the elements of B* are precisely those elements x of H having the property that

there exists a constant a (depending on x) such that |<x, >>>| ̂ a||_y|| for all y e H.

p.t induces a cylinder set measure pt in B as follows: If yu ..., yk are in B* and

E is a Borel set in Rk define

Pt({x e B; {{yi, x),..., {yk, x)) e E}) = pt{{h e H; « v1; /î>, ..., <yk, h» e £}).

It is proved in [8] that pt is countably additive on the ring of tame sets of B. There-

fore pt has a unique countably additive extension pt to the o-ring generated by all

tame sets in B. By the separability of B and a simple application of the Hahn-

Banach theorem it can be easily shown that this <r-ring is exactly the Borel field of

B. pt is called Wiener measure on B with variance parameter t.

It is also proved in [8] that the identity map on B* regarded as a densely defined

map of H into random variables over the probability space {B, pt) extends uniquely

to a representative of the normal distribution nt.

We will use the following notations./* denotes the Fréchet derivative of/at x.

âS{X, Y) denotes the normed linear space of bounded operators from X into Y

with operator norm. 3SX(H, H) and 3S2(H, H) denote the Banach spaces of trace

class operators and Hilbert-Schmidt operators of H respectively. ]j -1| ̂  and ||-||2

denote the trace class norm and Hilbert-Schmidt norm respectively.

We need the following propositions later on. The proofs are easy and hence

omitted.

Proposition 0.1. If || • || is py-square integrable, then every continuous operator

from B into B* is a trace class operator when it is restricted to H. In fact ||^|h||i

áfs ||x||2 dPl{x)\\A\\B,B.for all A e <%{B, B*).

Proposition 0.2. Let X be a real Banach space and A a continuous operator from

X into B with image contained in H {in B*). Then A is a continuous operator from X

into H {into B*).
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Proposition 0.3. Let U be a convex open set in B. Suppose K is a Fréchet differen-

tiable transformation from U into B with image in H. Moreover KX(B)<= B* for all x

in U and the transformation x -» Kx from U into äS(B, B*) is continuous. Let x0 be

a fixed point in U. Then Kx — Kxa e B* for all xe U and the function

x—> (Kx — Kxq, x)

is continuous from U into R.

In §1 we will define a class of (nonlinear) transformations and prove the Jacobi

theorem on transformation of Wiener integrals under such transformations. In §11

we will define Riemann-Wiener manifold and construct a spray on it. Then we

study the exponential map associated with this spray. In §111 we use the exponential

map to define local measures qt(x, •) for each point x on this manifold and study

their properties.

Our eventual objective is to construct a Brownian motion on a Riemann-Wiener

manifold. The techniques we have developed in this paper will, we believe, be

essential tools for this purpose. Moreover, the measures qt(x, ■) are local first order

approximations to the transition probabilities of the Brownian motion. However

we shall not study the Brownian motion in this paper.

This work is closely related to results announced by Daleckiï and Snaïderman

[4]. They prove absolute continuity of certain measures on infinite-dimensional

manifolds. Their manifolds are closely related to ours. However they study only

manifolds modelled on Hilbert space and use a different exponential map from the

one we use. The measures whose absolute continuity they study are different from

ours.

I. The Jacobi theorem on transformation of Wiener integrals.

(a) Statement of the first main result Theorem 1.4. Suppose (/', H, B) is an

abstract Wiener space with the 77-norm denoted by | • | and the ß-norm by ||-||.

Assume that the function || • || is of class C1 off the origin. Also we use ß to denote

a constant such that ||x|| Sß\x\ for all xe H.

Definition 1.1. A transformation F from one open subset U of B to another

open subset V of B is said to be admissible if it is a homeomorphism from U onto

V of class C1 and satisfies the following conditions:

(ad-1) Tx-x e H, Tx: B^ B is nonsingular with (TX-I)(B)^B* and

(Tx-I)\he 3SX(H, H)   for all xeU.

(ad-2) The mapping x^-Tx — I is continuous from U (with the Ä-topology)

into ¡M(B, B*) (with the uniform topology).

(ad-3) The mapping x -> (Tx — I)\H is continuous from U (with the 2?-topology)

into &i(H, H) (with the trace class norm topology).

Proposition 1.2. The inverse of an admissible transformation is also admissible.

The composition of two admissible transformations is also admissible.
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Proof. Since the proof is straightforward, we omit it.    Q.E.D.

Proposition 1.3. Suppose || • || is px-square integrable. Let T be a homeomorphism

from an open subset U of B onto another open subset V of B of class C1. For all

xeU, Tx — xeH and Tx is nonsingular from B into itself with (TX — I)(B)<=B*.

Furthermore the map x^Tx — I is continuous from U into 39(B, B*). Then T is

admissible.

Proof. Obvious by noting Proposition 0.1.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 1.4. If T is an admissible transformation from an open subset U of B

onto another open subset V of B, thenpt ° Tandpt, as measures on U, are equivalent.

Moreover the Radon-Nikodym derivative of pt ° T with respect to pt is given by

-^- (x) = gt(x),       xeU,

where g,(x) = exp {[ — 2(7x — x, x)— |7x-x|2]/2i}det \TX\ and ( , ) is the natural

pairing of B* and B.

Remark (i). gt is defined almost everywhere on U with respect to ps for any

s>0, in particular w.r.t. pt. Furthermore it is Wiener measurable and positive a.e.

This can be seen as follows. Let x0e U then there exists a positive real number r

such that b{x0, \\ • ||, r) = {xe B; ||x-x0|| <r}c U. For x e b{x0, || • ||, r) we have

g((x) = exp [(Ajc0, x)í_1] exp {[-2(Kx-Kx0, x)-\Kx\2]¡2t} det \TX\

where Kx = Tx — x. The assertion follows from Proposition 0.3.

Remark (ii). The conclusion of Theorem 1.4 is equivalent to the following. For

any Wiener measurable functional F on V which makes either side of (1.1) exist,

then the other side also exists and they are equal :

(LI) f F{y) dpt{y) =ffo T{x)gt{x) dpt{x).
Jv Ju

(b) The integral formula for globally defined transformations. In the following we

will make no difference between Kx and KX\H whenever there is no confusion. For

examples \KX\X means the trace class norm of KX\H and ||^||W,H means the norm

of Kx as a mapping from H into H.

Theorem 1.5. Let T=I+K be a transformation of class C1 from B into itself

satisfying the following conditions:

(1) K{B)<=H and Kx{B)c B*, Kx e 3SX{H, H) for all xeB.

(2) The mapping x —> Kx is continuous from B {with the B-topology) into âS{B, B*)

(with the uniform topology), also from B into ¡%X(H, H) (with the trace class norm

topology).

(3) There exist constants 0 < M < co, 0^c<l such that for all x e B, || Ä* || ! ^ M,

\\K{x)-K{0)\\B.íM, \\Kx\\„,Híc and ||^||B,B¿c.
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Then for any integrable functional F on B, we have

(1.2) f F(y) dpt(y) =  f F o T(x)gt(x) dpt(x)
Jb Je

andpt{gt>0}=1, where g,(x) = exp {[ — 2(Kx, x)— \Kx\2]/2t} det \TX\.

Proof. Step (i). It is sufficient to prove (1.2) for bounded continuous functions

with bounded support. Let F be such a function; we may assume that the support

of F is contained in the ball b(K(0), R, \\ • ||).

Let &r* = {Peßr;P(H)^B*}. Each PeF* can be extended to a continuous

projection Q of B in the following way: Suppose P(x) = (x, ex)ex + ■ ■ ■ +(x, en)en,

x e H, ex ■ ■ ■ en e B*, then define

Q(x) = (x, ex)ex + ■ • • + (x, en)en,       xeB.

For the rest of the proof, P and Q are related in the above way. By Corollary 5.5

of [7], Corollary 3 of [8] and elementary measure theory, we have

(1.3) ¡F(y)dpt(y)= lim f    F(y) d^y).
Jb P->1 through &' Jph

We may take {P} to be a sequence converging to / strongly through !F*. Let

TP = I+PKP, then TP is a differentiable homeomorphism from PH onto itself, and

the Jacobian theorem for finite-dimensional space gives

f    F(y)dp.t(y)=\    F°TP(x)(gt)P(x)dp,t(x)

(1.4) JpH JpH

=  f    FoTP(Px)(gt)P(x)dp.t(x)
Jph

where (gt)P(x) = exp{[-2(PKPx, x)- \PKPx\2]ßt} det \I+PKPxP\. But GP(x) =

F o Tp(Px)(gt)P(x) is a tame function based on PH, hence

(1.5) f    GP(x)dp,t(x)=\ GP(x)dPt(x).
Jph Jb

Define a function JQ : B -± R by

JQ(x) = Fo(I+PKP)
(1.6) '      •  ,

o Q(x) exp {[-2(PKQx, x)-\PKQx\2]/2t} det \I+PKQxP\,

then, obviously, JQ is a continuous functional on 5 and its restriction on H is GP

since ô*=Px f°r aU ^ in // by the definition of Q. Therefore GP =JQ almost

everywhere by Corollary 3 of [8]. It follows that

(1.7) Í G?(x) dpt(x) = f JQ(x) dPt(x).
Jb Jb
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Combining (1.3)—(1.7), we have

(1.8) f F{y) dPt{y) =        lim        f JQ{x) dpt{x).
JB P->I through jr* JB

Step (ii). We prove that there exists a subsequence P such that F o {I+PKP) ° Q

converges almost everywhere to F ° T as P -> / through J^*.

First we note that the inclusion maps i: H —> B and j: B* -» 77 are compact.

Therefore bounded subsets in /?* are precompact in H. So the set

{xeB*;\\x\\B.úM}

is precompact in //.

Let S be any compact subset of H, then (/—P)x^0 as P->/ through &*

uniformly in S. But K{B)<=K{0) + {x e B*; \\x\\B.fíM} by assumption, whence

{I—P)KQ{x) 0+ 0 uniformly for x e B as P -> / through Jr*, where ^ means in

the //-topology, //-topology is stronger than the ß-topology, so (/—P)KQ{x) £> 0

uniformly for xeB as P—»■/ through J5"*. F is a continuous functional in 5,

therefore

lim        F o {I+PKP) o Q = Hm       F ° (/+ /T) ° Q
P->1 through &' P-*I through y

everywhere in B. On the other hand since F°(I+K) is continuous in B, there

exists a subsequence ofP, still denoted by P, such that F° (I+K) ° Q->F° (I+K)

= F°Ta.e. in B as P-> I through J5"*. Therefore F° {I+PKP) ° Q-+FoTa.e.

in 5.

S/e/j (iii). Let 7r(x) = A(/Q = det |/+Ä^|, then the condition (2) and Lemma 4.1

of [9] imply that -n is a continuous function on B. Furthermore the condition (3)

implies that Kx e SP (the notation used in [9]) for all xeB.

By Lemma 4.1 of [9] there exist two positive finite numbers a, b (which depend

only on M and c such that a<n{x)<b. Let TrP(x) = det \I+PKQKP\. We know that

ir o Q -» 7T in probability, so there exists a subsequence, still denoted by P, such

that 7T o Q —>. 77 almost everywhere. Therefore, using Corollary 3.2 of [7], it follows

that itp->tt a.e.

Step (iv). Let <TP(x) = Fo{I+PKP)° Q{x)exp {-(KQx, Qx)/t}. By writing

exp { — {Kx, x)/t} as exp { — {Kx — K{0), x)/t} exp { — (K{0), x)/t} and use a sub-

sequence of P if necessary, it is easy to check that exp { — (KQx, Qx)jt} converges

to exp { — (Kx, x)/t} in probability as P^ I through J*"*. From this fact and Step

(ii) it follows that there exists a subsequence, still denoted by P for convenience,

such that

oP{-)^{F°T)(-)exp{-(K{-),{-))lt}

in probability as P -*■ I through ¡F*.

We choose a subsequence for which -rrP —> n a.e. as in Step (iii). For this sub-

sequence we have o-P^o in probability, where o{x) = F° T{x) exp { — {Kx, x)jt};
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then there exists a subsubsequence for which av -> a almost everywhere. Thus for

this subsubsequence aP ■ nP —> a ■ it a.e.

Now, let CT2(x) = exp {— \Kx\2/2t}, then a2°Q^o2 in probability as F->7

through SF*. But

JQ(x) = aP(x)xexp{— \PKQx\2/2t}TTp(x),       xe B.

Hence combine the previous paragraph discussion there exists a subsubsequence,

still denoted by P, such that

(1.9) Jq->J   almost everywhere

where J(x) = Fo T(x) exp {[-2(Kx, x)- \Kx\2]l2t} det \I+KX\.

Step (v). Let us consider JQ in (1.6). Put Qx=y and

(1.10) (I+PKP)y = z.

Because the support of F is contained in b(K(0), R, || • ||), therefore to estimate JQ,

it suffices to consider those y for which ||z — AT(0))| ̂R. From (1.10), y = z—PKPy

= z-PKy = (z-K(0)) + (K(0)-Ky) + (Ky-PKy). But \\z-K(0)\\^R. Also

Ky-K(0) = fQKtyydt,

therefore

\Ky-K(0)\\ à £ iKtyUM dt g ¿¡y\

Moreover \\Ky-PKy\\ = \\(I-P)Ky\\^ß\(I-P)Ky\; from the proof in Step (ii),

there exists P0 such that P^P0 => \(I—P)Ky\ < lIß for all y e B. Hence we have

\\y\\ = \\z-K(0)\\ + \\K(0)-Ky\\ + \\Ky-PKy\\ í R + c\\y\\ + l

or \\y\\^(l+R)/(l-c). Therefore we have whenever P^P0 \\Qx\\^(l+R)/(l-c)

for all xe B. It follows that whenever P^P0

\JQ(x)\ <. b\\F\\ m exp {Mt -\\ +R)I(\ -c)} exp {\(QK(0), x)^1]}   for all xeB.

Note that exp {\(QK(0), x)t _1|} is an integrable function because QK(0)eH.

Moreover exp {\(QK(0), x)i_1|} converges in the mean to exp {\(K(0), x)t _1|} as

F->7. Applying Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we have from (1.9)

(1.11) lim f /Q(x) dPi(x) = [ J(x) dPt(x).
P->1 through^* Jb Jb

Finally from (1.8) and (1.11)

f F(y) dpt(y) =  \ FoT(x)gt(x)dpt(x).
Jb Jb
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The last assertion pt{gt > 0}= 1 follows from the fact that it is the product of two

factors, one of which is the exponential function which is positive a.e., the other

one is the determinant function which is bounded and bounded away from zero as

shown in Step (ii).

The proof has now been completed.    Q.E.D.

(c) The integral formula for transformations defined in a sphere. Let 6 be a

monotonie C1-function from [0, oo] into [0, 1] such that

0(x) = 1    when 0 ^ x ^ 1,

= 0   when x S: 2.

Lemma 1.6. Let S={x e B; ||x-x0|| < r} = b{x0, r, || • ||) and let K be a transforma-

tion from S into B of class C1 with the following properties:

(0) K{xo)=0, Kxo = 0.

(1) K{S)^Hand KX{B)^B*, Kx e 8$X{H, H)for all xeS.

(2) The mapping x —> Kx from S (with the B topology) into ¿@{B, B*) {with the

uniform topology) is continuous, and from S {with the B topology) into ¿$X(H, H)

(with the trace class norm topology).

(3) There exists a constant M<oo such that \\Kx\\x^Mfor all xe S.

Let tfA(x) = 0(A||x-xo||2)/s:(x), A>(4/r)2. KK is globally defined if we let K=0 on

Sc (the complement of S in B).

Then given any 8, 0 < S < 1, there exists X0 > 0 such that whenever X > X0, we have

the following

(a) KÁ satisfies all the properties of K with B replacing S,

(b) i(JE3,IH.,3ga, \\(KA)x\\B<B^8forallxeB,and

(c) \\KKx\\B.^\forallxeB.

Proof. Straightforward verification.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 1.7. Let S=b(x0, r, \\ ■ ||)c/i and let K be a transformation from S into

B of class C1 with the properties (0), (1), (2) and (3) of Lemma 1.6. Let T=I+K.

Then there exists 0<r0<r such that pt°T andpt, as measures on b(x0, r0, || -1|), are

equivalent with

Ptd°    (x) = gt(x),       x e b(x0, r0, || • ||).

Proof. Define KK as in Lemma 1.6 and choose A0 so that the conclusions of

Lemma 1.6 hold. Thus whenever A> A0 KÁ satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.5.

Put r0 = {2X0)'112 and apply Theorem 1.5 to complete the proof.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 1.8. Let K be a continuous operator from B into itself with image in B*

such that Ke38x{H, H) and I+K is nonsingular from B into itself. Let he H. Then

for any integrable functional F on B, we have

f F{y)dpt{y) = exp (- \h\2¡2t) det \I+K\ [ F{h + x + Kx)
Jb J ii

■ exp {[ - 2{Kx, x) - 2{h, x) - \ Kx\2 - {Kx, h) - (x, Kh)]/2t} dpt(x).
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Proof. Apply Theorem 3 of [15] by taking the representative of nt given in

Corollary 1 of [8].

Theorem 1.9. The conclusion of Theorem 1.7 remains valid if the hypotheses are

the same except that K(x0) = 0 and KXo = 0 are replaced by

I+KXo: ¿? —>- B is nonsingular.

Proof. Define T2:B-+B by T2 = La°TXa where La(y) = a+y and a = K(x0)

— KXo(x0). Define T1 = T21 °T, then T=T2 ° Tx. It is easy to check that Tx satisfies

the hypotheses of Theorem 1.7 and T2 satisfies that of Lemma 1.8. The conclusion

then follows immediately.    Q.E.D.

(d) Proof of Theorem 1.4. By (ad-3) for each point xQeU there exist a neighbor-

hood S(x0) = b(x0, r(x0), \\-\\)^U of x0 and a constant C(x0) such that \\TX — 7||i

= C(x0) for all x ë 5(x0).

Let K=T—I. Then K satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 1.9 when it is

restricted to each sphere S(x0). Therefore by Theorem 1.9 for each point x0e U

there exists 50(x0)c5(x0) such that the transformation formula is true on any

measurable subset of 50(x0).

Clearly U=\JXoeU S0(x0). But B is separable, so there exist countable points

xlt x2,... in t/such that U=\Jn = i S0(xn). Let r^o^x), rn = 50(xn)-IJ2 = î T*,

m = 2. Then U=[Jk = 1 Yk is a disjoint union of Wiener measurable subsets of U.

On the other hand, Fis by assumption a homeomorphism from U onto V, therefore

V={Jk = 1 TYk is also a disjoint union of Wiener measurable subsets.

Now if Fis an integrable functional on V, then it is also integrable on each TYk,

hence

* CO » CO »

F(y) dPl(y) = 2 fb>) dPt(y) = 2  \    F ° T(x)gt(x) dPt(x)
Jv k = 1jTrk k = iJrk

r
F o T(x)gt(x) dpt(x).

Ju

If F is a Wiener measurable functional on V such that \v F° T(x)gt(x) dpt(x)

exists, then each jr(t F ° T(x)gt(x) dpt(x), and hence each JTrt F(y) dpt(y), and

hence J"v F(y) dpt(y) exists and the conclusion of the theorem follows from the

previous paragraph.    Q.E.D.

(e) Relations with other works. Our Theorem 1.4 is a generalization of Theorem 4

of [9]. This is shown by the following

Theorem 1.10. If we have the assumption of Theorem 4 of [9], then there exists a

Hilbert space B with norm \\ ■ \\ such that (i, H, B) is an abstract Wiener space and K

extends to B such that T=I+K is an admissible transformation from B onto itself.

It is well known that C ( = the Banach space consisting of the real-valued con-

tinuous functions on [0, 1] which vanish at 0) has no || • || „-equivalent norm which
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is C1. Thus our Theorem 1.4 can not be applied to the space C. However the

following theorem is a partial generalization of the Theorem V of [3].

Theorem 1.11. Suppose (i, H, B) is an abstract Wiener space and B has a weaker

norm ||| • ||| such that |||x||| is of class C1 off the origin in B. Let B0 denote the normed

linear space {B, ||| • |||). Suppose U is a \\\ ■ \\\-open subset of B and T is a Fréchet

differentiable transformation from U {regarded as \\ ■ \\-open subset of B) into B

satisfying the following conditions:

(1) Tx-xeH,Tx:B->BnonsingularwithTx-IeâS{B0,B*)andTx-Ieâ3x{H,H)

for all xeU.

(2) The map x^Tx — I is continuous from U (with the |[| • \\\-topology) into

38(Bo, B*) {with the uniform operator norm topology). It is also continuous from U

(with the ¡I • ¡I -topology) into âSx(H, H) (with the trace class norm topology).

Then

d£^{x)=gt{x),       xeU.

II. Riemann-Wiener manifold. From now on we assume that the B-norm \\ ■ ||

has the following properties: (i) The function || ■ || is of class C1 off the origin and

(ii) || • || is Pi-square integrable over B. H0 denotes the normed linear space (//, || • ||).

(a) Definitions and properties. Let "W be a Cfc-differentiable manifold (/c^l)

modelled on B. Suppose {U, <p) and {V, </>) are two charts at xeif. Let {R(t)x =

9i!x(H), (R*)x = <l>i}x(H). If 9 o t/.-1 is admissible from </.(£/ n V) onto <p{U n V),

then {Rq,)x = {R*)x; the equality here means they have the same point set and the

same Hubert structure.

Now suppose there exists an open covering {Ua, <pJaeA of #" by charts such

that, for any a, ßeA, q>aa <pJ1'-<Pn(Uar\ V¿)~^<pa{Ua<~^ U¿) is admissible. A

chart (U, 9) in #" is called compatible with respect to {{Ua, <pa)}aeA if, for any a,

<pa ° <p~l : <p{U n Ua) —> <pa{U n Ua) is admissible. For each point xeW there is a

Hilbertable vector space Rx associated with {{Ua, <pK)}aeA. Precisely, let xe Us for

some ßeA, then we define Rx = {<Pe)iïx{H) and transport the Hubert structure of

H to Rx by i<pB)iX- By tne above remark Rx is completely determined by

{(U<x, 9V)}aeA-

Let SL2{RX; R) be the totality of continuous symmetric bilinear forms on Rx and

let SL2{R;R) be the disjoint union of SL2{RX; R) over all xeiT. Let 1 be the

projection map from SL2{R; R) into W. Then by Proposition 2, p. 36, of [12]

there exists a unique Ci_^structure on SL2{R; R) such that SL2{R; R) is a Ci_1

manifold modelled on BxSL2{H; R) and 1 is a C'"1 map from SL2{R; R) into #7

Definition ILL A continuous bilinear form 9 on H is said to be nonsingular

if there exists a continuous bilinear form -q on H such that for some orthonormal

basis {ek}^= x of H, we have 2"= 1 #[*, ek\n[y, ek] = <x, .y > for all x,yeH.
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Notations. We use [ , ] to denote element of HxH. a denotes the bilinear

form on H given by [h, k] ■*> (h, k).

Definition II.2. A transformation/from an open subset U of B into L2(H; R)

is said to be of type (2, Ha) if it satisfies the following conditions:

(i) f(x) is nonsingular and/(x) — a eL2(H0; R) for all xe U.

(ii) / is Fréchet differentiable at every point x of U. f'(x) e L3(B, H0, H0; R)

for all x e U and the transformation x->/'(x) from U into L3(B, H0, H0; R) is

continuous.

(iii) /' is Fréchet differentiable at every point x of U.f"(x) e Li(B, B, H0, H0; R)

for all x e U and the transformation x-^/"(x) from U into Li(B, B, H0, H0; R)

is continuous.

Remarks. (1) If / is a transformation from U into L2(H; R) of type (2, H0),

then f'(x) extends to L3(B;R) and/"(x) extends to L\B;R) for all xe U. We

denote the extensions by/'(x)~ and/"(x)~, thus we have maps/'~ from U into

L3(B;R)andf"~ from UintoLé(B;R)definedbyf~(x)=f'(x)~ and/"~(x)=/"(x)~.

f'~ and/"~ are continuous by condition (ii) and (iii).

(2) Suppose/(x) is the bounded operator of H corresponding to f(x); then

f(x) — Ie38x(H, H). This is a consequence of Proposition 0.1 and the condition (i).

Similarly for u,veB,

fix) - («) ë @¿H, H)   and   /"(x) ~ («)(») ë ¿g^H, H).

Definition II.3. Let if be a C'-differentiable manifold (j= 1) modelled on B.

Suppose there exists an open covering {({/„, <pa)}aeA of if by charts such that, for

any a, ß e A, <pa o ¡pj1: q>ßiUa n UB) -> <paiUa n UB) is admissible. An assignment

t of a norm to each tangent space is continuous if for each compatible chart (t/, 95)

with respect to {iUa, <pa)}aeA the function x-> Hv+.^Ht^^.b is continuous on U,

where TJ^if) has the norm t(x). By a Wiener-structure for "#" we mean a con-

tinuous assignment r of a norm to each tangent space in such a way that for each

point x of if there exists a compatible chart (t/, 95) at x such that

c-1!?*.,«! g t(j)(m) = c||9>*,yM|    for all j e U and all h ë TJifT)

where c is a constant independent of y.

Notation. Suppose 5 and T are linear operators from X into Y. SxT denotes

the map [xu x2] -*■ [5x1; Fx2] from Xx X into Fx F.

Definition II.4. By a Riemann-Wiener manifold of class C' (Jê3) we mean a

triple (#¡ t, g) satisfying the following axioms.

RW-0. if is a C^-differentiable manifold modelled on 5.

RW-1. There exists an open covering {(£/a, <pa)}aeA of '3ÍF by charts such that,

for any a and ß in A, 9^ o <p~x : o?a(t/a n C/^) —> 95j3(í/a n UB) is admissible.

RW-2. t is a Wiener structure for if. g is a C,_1-map from tT" into 5L2(i?; Ä)

such that igix) = x for all xeif and, for each point y in if, (a) g(j>) is positive

definite, (b) giy), as an inner product on Ry, determines its Hilbert space structure.
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RW-3. For each point x0eif there exists a compatible chart (U, <p) at x0 with

respect to {iUa, <pa)}aEA such that the transformation

x-^gi<p~\x))° [(9"1)*,xX(9"1)*.J

from <p(U) into L2(H; R) is of type (2, H0).

Notation. $0(y) = g(y) ° [<p*}yx<p*,l].   Then   the   transformation   in   RW-3  is

Proposition II.5. (a) For each x in if, (Rx, Tx(if)) is an abstract Wiener space

with inner products ( , )x=g(x) and norm t(x) for Rx andTx(if) respectively.

(b) If n(x)t is the canonical normal distribution on Rx, then n(x)t is equivalent to

nt o (<PxX)*> where <p is given by RW-3.

Proof, (a) Suppose xe U, and (U, y) is a compatible chart at x. Define (u, t>>«>

= (<P*,xu, <P*,xv> for u,veRx and ||y\\„,= \\<p*,xy\\ for y e Tx(if).

Then (Rx, Tx(if)) is an abstract Wiener space under the inner product < , >œ

and norm || • ||„, for Rx and Tx(if) respectively. But by RW-2 < , )„, is equivalent

to < , >* and || • || c is equivalent to r(x). It is easy to see that t(x) is a measurable

norm over (Rx, ( , )x). Therefore (Rx, Tx(if)) is an abstract Wiener space with

structure g(x) and t(x) respectively.

(b) Apply Theorem 3 of [15].    Q.E.D.

(b) Examples.

Example 1. Any open set in B, with r given by the norm of B and g by the

inner product of H, is a Riemann-Wiener manifold.

Example 2. Let (/', H, B) be an abstract Wiener space. Assume that || • || is a

function of class C' (j£3) off the origin. Let if = {xsB; ||x|| = l} be the unit

sphere of B. Let t and g be induced by the Zf-norm and //-inner product respec-

tively. Then (if, r, g) is a Riemann-Wiener manifold.

(c) Riemannian manifolds associated with Riemann- Wiener manifold.

Theorem II.6. For each point xeif, there exists a subset R(x) of if containing

x such that

(1) R(x) is a separable topological space and R(x) ^ if is continuous.

(2) R(x) is a C°°-differentiable manifold modelled on H.

(3) Ty(R(x)) = Ry for all y e R(x), and

(4) g is a Riemannian metric on R(x), hence (R(x), g) is a Riemannian manifold.

Proof. Let (U, <p) be a compatible chart at x, define R(x) = <p~ 1((<p(x) + //) n ç>(U))

and let R(x) receive the topology from (<p(x) + H) n <p(U) with //-topology by the

map (p. Note that (cp(x) + H) n 95(F) = (<p(U)-cp(x)) n H+q>(x), therefore (¡p(x)

+ //) n <p(U) is an open set in //. Define a global chart </i from R(x) into H by

iJ(y) = <p(y)~(p(x). Now the conclusion of this theorem becomes obvious.    Q.E.D.

Remarks, (i) The set R(x) constructed in the proof of the above theorem

depends on the chart (U, rp). However, if we use another chart (Uu 9^) then we
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have the following relation. Let Rx{x) be the corresponding set to {Ux, <px), then

Rx{x) n U=R{x) n Ux. In other words, Rx{x) n {U n Ux) = R{x) n{Ur\ Ux).

This means that in the intersection of U and Ux, R{x) and Rx{x) are the same

point set.

(ii) We note that R{x) is dense in U with the "^-topology if they correspond to

each other in the proof of the theorem.

Examples, (i) Let U be an open subset of B. U is a Riemann-Wiener manifold.

For each point x e U, R{x) = (x + //) n U. Thus R{x) is the intersection of U with a

coset of // in B. If £/=/?, then /?(x) is exactly the coset of H in B containing x.

(ii) Let iV be the unit sphere of B (Example 2 of §(b)). Let ([/, 95) be a chart at x.

If we take the chart {U, 9) for the construction of R{x), then

R(x) = {x + heW;heH}r\ U.

(d) Construction of a spray on if associated with g. Let x0 be a fixed point of if

and {U, 9) a fixed chart at x0 given by RW-3. From Theorem II.6, we know that

there exists a Riemannian manifold (Z?(x0), g) containing x0 modelled on the

Hubert space H. Let V be the Levi-Civita differential of {R{x0), g) given by the

Fundamental Theorem of Riemannian Geometry. In the following discussion we

will drop the index 9 in £0; we denote by £ the linear operator of H corresponding

tof.
Let {e,}?= ! be a fixed orthonormal basis of H. Let e¡ denote the vector field on

{R{x0), g) defined by ëj{x) = ej{x) = <p^^x{ej), x e R{x0)- For each point xeR{x0)

we define a bilinear map T(x) from Rx x Rx into Rx by r{x){e¡{x), eJ{x)) = {WliëJ){x).

A simple calculation shows that for all u, v, w e H we have

2|(X)(H, <p*.*r(x)(,p-,UR>), ,£»))  = <(¿ o çrYfoOOXHO», «>

+<(£? 9- lWri*)X»H "> - <(l • 9- WjOXkM p>.

(2.1) defines uniquely a bilinear transformation T(x): Rxx Rx —> Rx.

A curve r on (R{x0), g) is called a geodesic if Vr.(i)r'(0 = 0. Using (2.1) it is easily

checked that r is a geodesic iff

(2.2) r"{t) + r{r{t)){r'{t),r'{t)) = 0.

We will refer to (2.2) as the geodesic differential equation for the Riemannian

manifold {R{x0), g).

Therefore for each point x in R{x0), we have the exponential map at x, exp x,

which is defined in the well-known way. In general exp x is defined only in some

open neighborhood of the origin in Rx (in the g(x)-topology) ; and to extend exp x

to a continuous function from some open neighborhood of the origin in TX{W)

(in the r(x)-topology) into some open neighborhood of x is by no means easy.

Even in case R{x0) is complete so that exp x is defined on the whole space Rx,

the simplest way to extend exp x continuously into TxiW) is to show that it is

continuous in Rx with respect to the r(x)-topology. However, this is not obvious.
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Because of the difficulties of the last paragraph, we will use another approach.

Namely, we will construct a spray y on if by means of g. Then we use this spray to

define the exponential map. This exponential map will turn out to be of class

Ck(k^l).

We will work locally. Thus let (U, 9) be a chart given by RW-3. Moreover we

will slur over the distance between xe U and y(x) ë B; therefore we assume that U

is an open subset of B. The tangent bundle of U is UxB and the double tangent

bundle is (UxB)x (Bx B). A spray on U is given by the principal part x'- UxB

-*■ BxB satisfying x(x, v) = (v, — xo(x, v)) and xo(*, sv) = s2xo(x, v), s e R. We will

construct xo- UxB-> B.

For fixed v,w e B consider the function

è'(x)~(v, w, -) + e(x)~(w, -,v)-t'(x)~(-,v, w)

on B. By (ii) of Definition II.2 this function is a continuous linear transformation

from B into R. Therefore it defines an element <D(x; v, w) in B*, namely,

(2.3) 4>(x; v, w) = £'(x)~(v, w,   ) + f'(x)~(w, -, p}-f (x)~(-, », w).

Define a map <D(x):BxB-^B* by

(2.4) *(*)(», w) = 0(x; v, w).

It follows that from (2.3) and (2.4) we have

Proposition II.7. i>(x) is a continuous bilinear transformation. In fact

\\Hx)\\b.B;E.  â   3|f(x)~||ß3;Ä.

Now we define a map f (x) : B x B -> B by

(2.5) f(x)(w, v) = 2-1i(x)-1<S>(x; u, v).

Proposition II.8. Y(x)(B x B)<^B*. Moreover f (x)(w, v) = Y(x)(u, v) ifu,ve H,

i.e. Y(x) extends Y(x).

Proof. We know that, for all u,veB, <D(x; u, v) e B*. By (i) of Definition II.2

(|(x) -/)(//)<= B* and i(x) is nonsingular, therefore i(x)(B*) = B*. It follows that

£(x)~1(B*) = B*, whence Y(x)(BxB)<^B*. The second assertion is obvious.

Q.E.D.
Finally we define a map xo '• U x B -> B by

(2.6) Xo(x, 1;) = f (x)(v, v)

and let x: UxB->BxBbe defined by

(2.7) x(x, v) = (v, -xo(x, v)).

Proposition II.9. (1) x is a spray.

x'o(x, v)(u, w) = -2-1|(x)-1{r(x)(M, ^-^(x; v, v), ■)}

+ 2-1i(x)-1(Ac<J>(x; v, pX«))+Ä*)-1«<*; v, w),

where Dx<t> denotes the derivative with respect to the variable x.
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(3) x is of class C1"2 (j^3).

Proof. (1) is clear since

Xo(x, sv) = T{x){sv, sv) = 2~1i(x)"10(x; sv, sv)

= 2-1ï{x)-1{s2®{x; v, v)) = s22-H(x)-x®(x; v, v) = s2Xo(x, v)

(2) follows by calculation.

(3) follows from (2) and the fact that £ is of class C'-1 (/è 3).   Q.E.D.

(e) Study of the exponential map. As constructed in the last section, we have a

spray on if which is locally given by x(x,v) = (v, —x0{x,v)), where Xo{x,v) =

r(x)(y, v). Let ß{t) = {r(t), 9{t)) be the unique integral curve on if of x with initial

condition ß{0) — (x0, v0), x0eif,v0e TXo{if). If v0 e RXo, then it can (and will later)

be shown that r{t) e R{x0) and 9{t) e Rrm for all t in the domain of ß. Since ß is an

integral curve of x, it must satisfy ß'(t) = x(ß(t)). Therefore r'{t)=9{t), 9'{t) =

-r{r{t)){9{t), 6{t))= -T{r{t)){6{t), 9{t)). It follows immediately that

r"{t) + r{r{t)){r'{t),r'{t)) = 0.

This is the geodesic differential equation for {R{x0), g) in (2.2).

Let Exp denote the exponential map associated with x and exp x the restriction

of Exp to the tangent space Txiif). The following lemma is well known.

Lemma 11.10. For each point xeif there exist open sets V{x) and U{x); V{x) is a

star-like open subset of Tx{if) with respect to the origin and U{x) is an open neigh-

borhood of x in if, such that exp x is a C'~2 homeomorphism from V{x) onto U{x),

7^3.

Fact 11.11, By taking a smaller neighborhood of x if necessary, we may assume

the following two properties:

(exp x)„, the derivative of exp x at v, is nonsingular from TX{W) into

( ' Xa)   rexpx(„,0r) for all v e V{x).

.        For each point x in if, U{x)<= U, where U is the domain of a chart

( ' * '   (U, 9) at x given by RW-3.

Proposition 11.12. exp x{V{x) n Rx)= U{x) n R{x)for all xeif.

Proof. By (2.9) we may assume U{x) to be an open set in B. Then the assertion

is equivalent to exp x(K(x) n H) = {x + H) n U{x). By the Taylor formula r{t) =

riCty + tr'W + t2^ {l-s)r"{ts) ds. Hence if r(0)=x, r'(0)=», then

exp x{v) = r(l) = x + y-l-     (1 —s)r"{s) ds

(2.10) J°i
= x + v+ C (1 -s)r{r{s)){r'{s), r'{s)) ds.

Jo
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Proposition II.8 and condition (iii) of the Definition II.2 imply that

P (1 -s)r{r{s)){r'{s), r'{s)) ds e B*.

This yields the desired conclusion easily.    Q.E.D.

Suppose U{x0) and U{y0) have nonempty intersection and are both contained in

a chart (U, 9) such that f/f1 is of type (2, H0) on <p(U). We may assume U to

be an- open set in B, therefore U{x0) and U{y0) are open sets in B with nonempty

intersection. V{x0) and V{y0) are by construction star-like open sets in B containing

the origin.

Notations. U{x0,y0)= ^(x0) ^ U{y0), W{x0) = exp xô1{U{x0, y0)) and

W{y0) = exp^o l(U(x0, y0)).

Theorem 11.13. Ify0 — x0 e H then exp xô1 ° expj0 is an admissible transforma-

tion from W{y0) onto W{x0).

Proof. Let T= exp x¿"1 ° exp y0 then T is clearly a homeomorphism of class

C¡~2 {j—2^1) from W{y0) onto ^(xq). We prove this theorem by a series of

claims.

(i) Tu-ue H for all u e W{y0).

From (2.10)

exp y0{u) = y0 + u+\   (1 -s)T{r{s)){r'{s), r'{s)) ds
Jo

where r"{t) + r{r{t)){r'{t), r'{t)) = 0, r{0)=y0 and r'{0) = u. Therefore

(2.11) expy0{ü)-u-y0eB*.

On the other hand, there exists w e W{x0) such that exp x0(w) = exp y0(u), hence

exp Xq" \exp y0{u)) - exp y0(u) = w - exp x0(r>) = - (exp x0(w) - w).

By the same reason as (2.11) we have exp x0(w) — w—x0 e B*, it follows that

exp Xo" \exp y0{u)) — exp y0{u) + x0 e B*.

exp xô\exp y0{u))-u

{exp Xo x(exp jo(«)) - exp y0{u) + x} + {exp y0{u) -u-y0} + {y0 - x0}-

By (2.11) and (2.12) the first and the second term are in B*. By the assumption

y0 — x0e H, therefore Tu— u e H for all u e W{y0).

(ii) Tu is nonsingular from B onto itself for all u e W{y0).

This follows from (2.8).

(iii) (expya)u-le @{B, B*) for all u e W{y0).

(2.12)

Now

Tu — u
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We use r(s, u) to denote the integral curve of x with initial condition r(0, u)=y0,

r'(0, u) = u. We know that r is differentiable from J0x V(yQ) into U(y0), where J0

is some open interval containing [0, 1]. From (2.10)

expy0(u) = y0 + u+     (1 -s)Y(r(s, u))(r'(s, u), r'(s, u)) ds.

Putting Y(x)(u, u) = 2_1í(x)"1(I>(x; u, v) into the above expression, we obtain that

(2.13) exp y0(u) = j0 + " + 2_1 j   (1 -s)£(r(s, u))-1®^, u); r'(s, u), r'(s, u)) ds.

Since | is of type (2, H0) it follows that ((exp y0)u — I)(B)<= B* by a direct com-

putation and using Proposition II.9. By Proposition 0.2 (exp y0)u — Ie38(B, B*).

(iv) Tu-Ie@(B, B*)for all u e W(yQ).

Fu = (expx0)fu1(exp>'o)u, ue W(y0). Hence

Tu-I = (expx0)fu1(expj'o)u-^

(2.14) = (exp x0)fu1{(exp y0)u - (exp x0)T„}

= (exp x0)iuHKexp jo)u - /] - [(exp x0)Tu - /]}•

It follows from the previous step that Tu-Ie38(B, B*).

(v) The mapping u^Tu — I is continuous from W(y0) (with the B-topology) into

3S(B, B*) (with the uniform topology).

By (iii) (exp x0)Tu(B*) = B*. Therefore by (2.14) it is sufficient to show that the

mapping u -> (exp y0)u — I is continuous from W(y0) into 3S(B, B*).

However this is implied by RW-3. We have shown that F satisfies the assumption

of Proposition 1.3; therefore by its conclusion Fis admissible.    Q.E.D.

In the general case by (2.9) there exist charts (U, <p) and (V, tp) at x0 and y0

respectively such that U~=> U(x0) and F=> U(y0).

Notations. S(x0) = <p:¥,Xo(W(xo)), S(y0) = 'l>*,yo(W(yo)).

Theorem 11.14.// <p(y0) -<p(x0) e H, then <p^,Xo ° exp x^1 ° exp y0 ° $i,%0 is

admissible from S(y0) onto S(x0).

Proof. Since <p and </< are compatible, 90 ° ip'1 is admissible. The proof of this

theorem is the same as that of Theorem 11.13 with simple modifications and

changes. We omit the details.    Q.E.D.

III. Study of locally defined measures qt(x,  ) on if.

(a) Statement of the second main result Theorem III.2.

Definition III. 1. (1) For each point x e if and t>0 we define a measure qt(x, ■)

on the Borel field of U(x) by

(3.1) ai(x,£)=jp^(0,expx-1(F))

where F is a Borel subset of U(x), pf1 is the Wiener measure on Tx(if) corre-

sponding to the canonical normal distribution on Rx with parameter t.
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(2) For each point xeif and t>0, and each chart (U, 9) at x given by RW-3

such that £/(x)c (J we define

(3.2) r^{x, E) = pt{0, 9*,. exp x - \E))

where £ is a Borel subset of U{x).

Theorem III.2. Let x and y be two points in if such that U{x) and U{y) have

nonempty intersection. Then qt{x, ■) and qs{y, ■), as measures on U(x) n U(y), are

equivalent if and only ift = s and dg(x, y) < 00. Otherwise they are mutually singular.

Here dQ (defined in the next section) is the almost-metric on if determined by g.

Let 9 and </> be two charts at x and y respectively as in the definition of r¡0)(x, ■)

and r™(y, •).

Lemma III.3. Suppose U(x) n U(y) is nonempty. Then as measures on U(x) n U(y),

qt(x, )andqs(y, ■) are equivalent if and only if r^\x, ■) and rj¡*\y, ■) are equivalent.

The assertion is still true if'"equivalent" is replaced by "mutually singular".

Proof. By Proposition 11.5(b), p\x) is equivalent to pt ° <p*¡x as measures on

Tx(if). Therefore they are also equivalent as measures on V(x), and hence as

measures on exp x'1(U(x) n U(y)). It follows that

pix) o expx"1   and   /jjo^oexpx-1

are equivalent as measures on U(x) n U(y). But qt(x, -)=Ptx) ° exp x"1 and

r¡"\x, -)=pt ° 9=c,x°exp x"1, hencea((x, • ) and r¡*\x, •) are equivalent as measures

on U(x) n U(y). Similarly qs(y, ■) and r£*\y, ■) are equivalent as measures on

U(x) n U(y). Now this lemma becomes obvious.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 111.4. Suppose x and y are two points in if such that U(x) and U(y)

have nonempty intersection. Then rti0}(x, ■)andr¡"'){y, •), as measures on U(x)n U(y)

are equivalent if and only if t = s and ift(y) — <p(x) e H; otherwise they are mutually

singular.

Proof. Case 1. t = s and \p(y) — 9(x) e H => r¡0\x, •) is equivalent to r¡*\y, ■).

This follows from Theorem 11.14 and Theorem 1.4.

Case 2. t^sand <P(y) — <p(x) e H => rt(0}(x, •) and r^\y, ■) are mutually singular.

By Case 1, r¡"\x, ■) is equivalent to r^\y, ■). On the other hand pt and ps are

mutually singular by Proposition 1 of [10], hence pt ° </i*,i/ ° exp j>-1 and

are mutually singular. Therefore r^\y, ■ ) and r£*\y, ■ ) are mutually singular, so

rt(0)(x, ■) and r¡m(y, ■) are mutually singular.

Case 3. >p(y) — 9(x) e B n Hc => r}v)(x, ■) and r^\y, ■) are mutually singular

for any t,s>0.
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Let T=<p*tX o exp x"1 ° exp y ° 4>*}y Let La denote the translation by a = <p(y)

— <l>(x). Define J=L_a ° T. Using the same argument as in Theorem 11.13 it can

be checked easily that J is admissible from S(y) onto L_a(5(x)), where S(z) are

notations used in §II(e) z = x,y. Finally we apply Proposition 1 of [10] and our

Theorem 1.4 to finish the proof.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 111.5. Suppose x and y are two points in if such that U(x) and U(y)

have nonempty intersection. Then qt(x, ■) and qs(y, ■) , as measures on U(x) n U(y),

are equivalent if and only if t = s and i/i(y) — <p(x) is in H for some charts <p and ip

at x, y respectively, where r}0) and r,'*' can be defined.

Proof. Easy consequence of Lemma III.3 and Theorem III.4.    Q.E.D.

(b) The almost-metric dg on if. Assume that if is connected. Take the com-

ponent of x if necessary, we may assume that the chart (U, <p) in RW-3 is connected.

Definition III.6. (1) Let r be a piecewise differentiable curve from [a, />]<=/?

into if. We define arclength Lg(r) of r with respect to g by

Lg(r) = ja{g(r(t))(r'(t),r'(tW'2dt.

Here we use the convention g(x)(u, u) = oo if ue Tx(if) n Rx.

(2) Define dg:if' xif-*■ [0, oo] by dg(x,y) = inf Lg(r), where inf runs over the

(nonempty) family of all piecewise differentiable curves joining x and y.

Remark. For any two points x and y in if, dg(x, y) may be oo. In the later part

of this section we will study dg in more detail and give a necessary and sufficient

condition for dg(x,y)<oo.

Example. Let U be a convex open subset of B with t(x)= || • || and g(x) = < , >

for all xe U. We knew before that (U, t, g) is a Riemann-Wiener manifold. In

this case we have the following:

(3.3) dg(x,y) = \x-y\    if x-yeH,

(3.4) = oo otherwise.

(3.3) is trivial by the convexity of U; (3.4) is a consequence of Example (i) of

Theorem II.6 and Lemma III.8 (to appear later).

Proposition III.7. dg is an almost-metric on if in the following sense:

dg:ifxif->[0,co]

such that (1) dg(x,y) = 0 ox = y, (2) dg(x,y) = dg(y, x) for all x,yeif (3) dg(x, z)

<,dg(x,y) + dg(y, z) for all x,y,zeif.

Proof. Obvious.    Q.E.D.

Although dg is not a metric on if, it is easy to see that, for each point x in if,

dg is a metric on R(x) and defines the original topology of R(x). Here R(x) is

considered as the Riemannian manifold (R(x), g) modelled on H.
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Lemma III.8. Let x be a fixed point in if, (U, 9) a compatible chart at x given by

RW-3, zeU, then z e R(x) o dg(z, x) < co.

Proof. "=>" follows from the definition of R(x) and its properties. Note that in

this section, U is taken to be connected. Therefore R(x) is also connected.

"<= " Suppose dg(z, x) < 00, then it is easy to see that there exists a differentiable

curve r lying entirely in U such that r(0) = x, r(\) = z and Lg(r)< 00. Since

\<p°r(t)-<p(x)\ è  \   \(<p°r)'(s)\ ds è max {¡^wIIr^,,*}/^)
Jo OSsSt

<   00

it follows that 9 ° r(t)-<p(x) e H. Hence r(t) e R(x), in particular z = r(l) e R(x).

Q.E.D.

Proposition III.9. For any two points x, y in if, dg(x, y)<oo if and only if there

exist a finite number of points zx,..., zn in if such that zx e R(x), zk+x e R(zk),

k=\,...,n-l,yeR(zn).

Proof. Apply the above lemma.    Q.E.D.

(c) Proof of Theorem III.2. From Theorem III.5, it is sufficient to prove that

dg(x, y)<co if and only if there exist charts (U, 9), (V, 0) at x, y respectively such

that £/=> U(x), V=> U(y) and <A(j>)-9(x) e //.

Sufficiency. By Remark (ii) of Theorem II.6, there exists a point zeUnVn R(x).

(3.5) ze R(x) => dg(z, x) < 00 => 9(z)-9(x) e H.

Now >l>(y) — <l>(z) = (il>(y)-<p(x)) + (<p(x)-<p(z)) + {çp{z)-if>{z)). The first term is in H

by the assumption, the second term is in H by (3.5), while the third term is in H

because 9(7) — ip(z) = (pip~1(<p(z)) — >fi(z) e H since <p<f>~x is admissible. Therefore

ifi(y) — tp(z) 6 //, whence z e R(y) and it follows that dg(y, z)<oo. Finally

dg(x,y) ^ dg(x,z) + dg(z,y) < 00.

Necessity. The existence of (U, 9) and (V, </>) comes from (2.9). By Proposition

III.9, there exists a finite number of points zx, z2,..., zn such that zx e R(x),

zk+i e R(zk), k= 1, 2,...,«— 1, and zn e R(y). Let 9k be a compatible chart at zk,

k—\,2,...,n, then <p(zx) - y(x) e H and 9x(z2)—9x(zx)e H since zxeR(x) and

z2 e R(zx). Therefore

9x(z2) - 9(x) = (9x(z2) - 9x(zx)) + (9x(zx) - 9(Zl)) + (9(Zl) - 9(x))

and 9x(z2) — (p(x) e H by the same argument used in the Sufficiency part.

Similarly 02(z3)-9(x) e H,..., dn_x(zn) — <p(x) e H, 9n(y) — <p(x) e H. Moreover,

<l>(y) — 9n(y) e H since </r ° 9'1 is admissible. Hence

Ky) - <p(x) = My) - 9n(y)) + (9n(y) - 9(x)) e H. Q.E.D.
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